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Campers shoot hoops at the pickleball 
complex and on the hill,  thanks to 
Escalade Sports. 

 Thanks to Escalade Sports, Camp 
Voyageur now boasts four new iron 
basketball goals with glass backboards, 
and three nonskid, green pickleball courts. 
As pickleball master Joe Baumann’s mom 
attests, “The CV courts are better than any 
in Duluth.”
 CV alumn Walt Glazer, Chairman of 
Escalade Sports in Evansville, Indiana, 
sent four top of the line Goalsetter 
basketball goals for counselors to raise 
in May. In the early 50’s, camp legend 
and Purdue All-American, Babe Wheeler 
mounted backboards on birch trees at the 
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dirt court beside Cabin 1. In 1967 Gene 
Behnke crafted wooden standards on a 
fresh concrete court. This summer two 
sturdy Escalade goals were cemented on 
the hill and two more at the west end of 
the pickleball complex, originally built for 
tennis in 1971.
 With pickleball-mania all the rage, boys 
volleyed constantly, pausing only for 
meals and a dip. Under Bill Burgman 
and Joe Baumann’s enthusiastic tutelage,  
pickleball inspired many camper and 
counselor converts this season.

 For two summers Voyageur will team 
with the Minnesota Department of 
Natural Resources (DNR) to organize 
and promote one of Camp’s favorite 
sports-- fishing. Spawned by recurrent 
angling interest, trip director Alex 
Kvanli applied for a DNR grant to 
nurture camper interest in fishing, allow 
ing camp to purchase fishing gear and 
hire professional fishing guides. 
 As a result campers got to enjoy 
hundreds of hours dedicated to fishing.  
Camp also built a fishing shack to store 
equipment for anglers. The end result is 
that more get out to fish while at camp.

DNR Helps Promote Fishing

 For decades camp counselors have 
battled the scurge as hundreds of 
thousands balsam fir trees literally 
took over the 26-acre camp peninsula. 
A century ago Canadian tycoon Cyril 
Fortier harvested and floated the virgin 
white and red pines from camp property 
to his nearby sawmill on Garden Lake. 
Immediately thereafter quick growing 
aspen and balsam rushed in to fill the 

The Balsam War 
Has Just BegunFoundation  Scholarships 

 The Voyageur Foundation formed 
by CV alumni nearly a decade ago  
provides scholarships for worthy 
candidates based on financial need and 
merit. Thanks to the Foundation several 
campers receive partial scholarships 
each summer. Once families complete 
the application the foundation board 
approve recipients. Contact Deb at 
deb@campvoyageur.com for more 
information.

Counselor Thomas Brandt snagged a lake 
trout while trolling down Lac La Croix. 

Trolling for a Trophy
  Fishing in the BWCAW is hit or miss, 
with the gamble that once in a while 
you’ll hit a honey hole and reel in 
dinner. While blowing down the length 
of Lac La Croix on the second day of 
our May staff training trip, I threw a 
deep diving spinner to troll the depths 
of the huge lake. Our canoe bobbed 
as waves splashed over the gunwales 
when suddenly my pole bent around the 
stern and line zipped off my spool. A 
battle had begun. I anxiously adjusted 
the drag back and forth to control the 
fish.                      

...continued on page 3

...continued on page 4



The Radioactive Flaming Plasma Iguana’s 
Captain Mason Doyle

Shea “Butter” McCarty
Danny “Dan-Dan” Pfotenhauer

Leo “Loudmouth” Perelman
Nick “The Dude” Elmore

Griffin “The Spiceman” Porter
Liam “Saladman” Saldanha
Judson “The Miner” Parente
Hudson “Surfer Boy” Kovics

Atlas “Ah” Johnson
Ben “The Brains” Macedo

Anders “The Giant” Malmberg
Aiden “The Beast” Reuvers
Mathew “Ya Boy” Brasser

Huck “The Buck” Ginn 
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Camp Characters Compete in the Olympics

 When the intelligent and friendly 
purple-skinned alien landed on the 
CV peninsula, he assured officials  
that, “Water is wet...,” a truism in 
any language. Pine Stadium’s brown 
head doubled as the space capsule 
for the peculiar fellow. As a white 
hazmat officer shooed spectators out 
of the taped off landing area, crews of 
campers searched the archery range 

Team Two
Captain FinnWilson

Isaac “The Fegel Bagel” Fegelman
Michael “Cameraman” Potash

Bryce “Sha-bam Sha-bam” Commerford
Christian “Slap it in the Oven” Wright

Rowe “I’m a Ninja” Pardo
Cooper “Dad Jeans” Marton
Cole “The Professor” Ruehle
Gus “John Travolta” Courter

Giuseppe “Italian Stallion” Mangano
Peter “The Packable Snackable” Harris

Cael “The Other Kansan” Spake
Kent “Bird-Man” Johnson
JP “The Wet Willy” Wilson

A Pirate Ship Blows onto the WELK  Radio Stage

 “Yo-ho, Mateys! Welcome to our 
ship, The Flying Gnomeman,” barked 
the pirate captain. “It so happens that 
your WELK Radio Show has been 
highjacked... and you’re along for a 
rocky ride. “Arrr.”  
  It seems that fiesty pirates, Captain 
Clean Beard and Captain Dackson, 
sailed into Camp Voyageur’s bay 
pursuing the rumor that, by hosting 
a famous radio broadcast, they could 
become filthy rich. You see, at the 
lunching hour, the music man himself, 
Joe the Bowmann, announced that he 
would search yon cabins to find raw 
talent for the show that very night. 
But before Joe could finish his rounds, 
pirates attacked, tied him into a knot and 
forced him to hand over control of the 
famous WELK variety hour or walk the 
plank.
 Like clockwork, that evening the mess 
hall bell clanged loudly to call signal 
all hands on deck. The familiar dining 
room galley had been transformed into a 
pirate ship with the stage her bow, under 
the black flag of ye’ pirate nation. Senior 
Skippers Mason and Danny grabbed the 
mainsail halyard as the captain ordered,  
“Hoist yon pirate sail., mates.” Once 
cleated, the huge electrical switch was 
thrown to send radio signals live clear to 
Babbitt and Winton. Then the audience 
joined in the catchy WELK, Voyageur 
Radio jingle. “Full speed ahead,” 
shouted the Captain. The famous variety 
show was under way with an interloper 
pirate at the helm.
 The first act was a scary story authored 

by camper Atlas Johnson. There’s 
nothing better than spooking the crew 
on the first night at sea. A magic act 
followed with veterans Finn Wilson, 
Nick Elmore and Anders Malmberg. 
Hudson Kovics the mystic hypnotized 
Brazilian soccer phenom Rowe Pardo. 
Next our junior counselors amazed 
the crowd with mental gymnastics and 
feats of telepathy, leaving the audience 
aghast. “How can they read each other’s 
mind?” the crowd wondered.   
 Then BAM, the stage door swung open 
and a third pirate hobbled in ladened 
with arms full of gold,  treasure looted 
from the evening’s broadcast, per 
the pirate’s contract. Calling himself 
Captain Nine, he poured the heavy gold 
into the empty treasure chest on stage. 
 Musical acts followed with Danny 
and Cooper on bass, Leo on drums, 
Nick on piano, then troubador Ben 
Mohr strummed and sang his way into 
our hearts. Ben Macedo read Michael 
Collins’ historic recount of the famous 
Apollo 11 mission. Accompanied by 
Paul Thompson-Nelson, in dreadlocks 
Christian rapped his Quetico lament, 
“Today is a Duff Day.” 
 Once again Captain Nine spilled 
boulders of gold into the pirate war 
chest. Land-lovers Cabins 1 and 3 sang 
about a country road, Cabin 8 looked 
“Back in my day” and Cabin 9 paddled 
and sang across the stage like the 
Voyageurs of old. Bryce Commerford 
sang a heartfelt tune for the crowd when 
the house band, Dead Leeches, sucked 
the wind out of the audience’s sails.

 For the last time Captain Nine stomped 
in with more gold, filling the chest to 
the brim. Rejoicing, Captains Clean 
Beard and Dackson yelled for the 
senior skippers to drop the halyard 
lowering the stage mainsail. Having 
scored the mother-load, the ship’s 

captain announced this cruise was over. 
He ordered all present to close with the 
WELK jingle. Then the ship went dark, 
the pirates grabbed their loot and ran 
into the night to find a place to bury 
their treasure.

“Today was a Duff Day”“Today was a Duff Day”
By Christian Wright

Just waking up in the morning feeling some type of way.
Feeling fresh, Paddled 30-miles yesterday.
Went through the Man Chain, barely broke a sweat.
No pain, no gain when you’re in the Quet.
Paddle through Agnes, catch a bass, maybe two.
Darkie got some pictographs, that’s cool.
Waist deep in the mud, got the pack on my back,
Making dinner late, got the headlamp on.
Went to bed at 11:30, that’s all I got to say,
But it don’t really matter cause today was a Duff Day.
 
10 in the morning and I’m still chillin’ on my thermarest.
No bugs in the tent, yeah that’s what I call the best.
Head outside, and I don’t gotta pull up the tent stakes,
Then I turn my head to see someone making pancakes.
Put my feet up, use a log as a backrest,
Left over gorp and eatin’ walleye for my breakfast.
Thank god I can relax today,
That’s all I got to say, 
Because today was a Duff Day.
 
Maybe take a day trip to a waterfall,
Go swimming in the drink and have a ball.
Cliffside looks like a villa,
Sit on the edge and munch on a gorptilla.
Rained on and off the whole trip,
Brighten up the mood with a bit of trail Frisbee.
Chillin’ with my buddies feelin so free,
The whole trip all thanks to Mikey.
Paddle back cause it’s getting kinda late,
No bears went through our stuff and I’m feelin pretty great.
Cause today was a Duff Day.

The purple alien landed inside the Brown Head to spread happiness among Clue 
characters. 

Interstellar Alien Leaves Confusing Clues

for alien grapefruit and apple like  
eggs hatched into little spacemen. 
Meanwhile a scientist in the craft shop 
shouted, “Don’t touch that!” In the rec 
hall guru Dr. Joe shared aluminum hats 
with campers to detect alien waves and 
complete his detective map. It turns out 
the passive alien stopped by camp just 
to say hello and share root beer floats 
with us.  If only he had a mouth!

Oscar trotted slowly up the path toting the torch accompanied by Jonah, Jr. who 
read the Olympic oath. Soccer, basketball and volleyball competition initiated the 
friendly games. Tennessee Jonah recalls, “Since I excel at keeping clean, I again 
volunteered to to compete in the shower. I start with cold water so I’ll will finish 
as fast as possible. A bottle of Dr. Bronners 14 in-one soap works faster than fancy 
shampoos. A bar soap would just slow me down...” 

the void, preventing adequate sunlight 
from  reaching native pine, cedar, birch 
and hard wood seedlings.
 Today the devastating spruce budworm 
has ravaged the balsam forest, creating 
epic fire danger. The US Forest Service 
stepped in with the DNR’s Firewise 
program to assist with fire prevention 
in state neighborhoods. 
 The last couple of years we collected 
thousands of balsams on the camp 
property and Firewise hauled them off. 
Camp has applied for a grant to cut 
and burn balsam on the hill between 

... Balsam War continued from page 1 the Cabin Four point and Cabin K, and 
around Deb’s chalet across the bay.
 Additionally the US Department 
of Agriculture promotes planting 
indigenous species, like white and 
Norway pines, birch and cedar. So we 
applied for a separate, USDA program 
to contract balsam clearing on the rest 
of the camp peninsula. 
 Once cleared, we will need to plant, 
cage and care for thousands of preferred 
tree species planted over the next 
decade. Otherwise preferred species 
will be eaten by  the snowshoe hares 
and deer, which graze them year round.

 Camp’s new state of the art pickleball 
facility was surfaced and lined by Bill 
Burgman and enthusiastic counselors 
in June. The Pickleplex now hosts 
THE most popular Voyageur activity 
multiple times each day. 
 To break in the Pickleplex, semi-
professional (he has the shoes to prove 
it) pickleball pro Joe Baumann,  hosted 
the first major Camp Voyageur Vlassic 
Classic pickleball tournament. 
 Players of all ages and skill levels 
entered for the chance to win the  tangy 

pickle chip prize. 
 North Carolinan Walker Benjamin 
prevailed the day-long tournament, 
and was crowned the first-ever Camp 
Voyageur Vlassic Classic pickleball 
tournament winner. Walker was 
awarded a handful of pickles to wash 
down his freshly eaten lunch in the 
mess hall. 
 “Add that to your list of athletic 
accomplishments,” said semi-pro 
tournament organizer Joe Baumann, as 
he defeated the exhausted Walker in a 
personal challenge.  

Our First Swing at a Vlassic Classic

Most campers competed in the Vlassic.
Pirates hauled in a chest full of gold. Seamen join in a hardy song.Magician Finn saws Isaac in half... again. Those guys should know better than to 

paddle on the same side! 

Anders is an ace at bouncing a quarter. Olympic captains celebrate with high fives. 



A patchwork of hiking trails connect the 
Boundary Waters with Lake Superior.

How to Hook a Rookie
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 The last trip of the summer was 
special for for all of us,  a Quetico 10-
day with an all-star crew of seasoned 
campers who can portage, paddle, and 
experience the great outdoors to the 
fullest. My team included Finn Wilson, 
Danny Pfotenhauer, Nick Elmore, 
Michael Potash, Mason Doyle and 
Christian Wright. 
 Choosing a route to meet everyone’s 
goals, we combed maps with hunger in 
our eyes and a shared thirst for miles. 
We called day three the longest day, 
circling the secret CV campsite at 
Snake Falls over Keats Lake. 

A Quetico Day Stretches into the Night 
  Fishing in the BWCA is great, but 
it doesn’t compare to the Quetico. It 
seems the further north you travel, the 
better the fishing becomes. Throw in 
the natural beauty, peace and serenity 
of the less traveled and more primitive 
Ontario Provincial Park, and you 
discover a true fishing paradise. And 
what better place to share my passion 
for the sport. 

 We hit the water at 6:30 am that 
morning, launching from the bottom 
of Wet Lake. By lunch we had zipped 
through the Falls Chain (Little, Koko, 
Canyon and Kawnipi Falls). Digesting 
the immaculate curtains of frothing 
water was an accomplishment, but we 
had miles to go. The next 6 hours seemed 
eternal. We tackled long Kawnipi Lake 
under a hot sun, with the wind in our 
faces. Stopping to rest we discovered a 
moose hip bone dangling by rope eerily 
from a lone tree on a small island. We 
detoured in an unsuccessful attempt to 
find pictographs and paddled on. 

By Mikey Meves  

With the Quetico behind them, the boys shared lunch above Nina Moose River. 

The boys cool their feet in a swirling pool 
along the Falls Chain.

Ben Mohr, right, plucked his mandolin to raise spirits along the Superior Hiking Trail. 

Nick passes his love for angling on to 
friends in the Quetico. 

Christian caught the spirit, stringing them 
up for supper. 

 Our third stop was for dinner on 
Kawnipi’s Rose Island. Refueled, we 
jumped  back on the water in what was 
now a race against the sun. Only a few 
short portages stood between us and 
that secret campsite above Snake Falls.    
Morale spiked as we maneuvered down 
river past two portages. Floating down 
stream the magic campsite did not 
appear. We spent prescious daylight 
hopping boulders and pushing through 
brush, but nothing. Exasperated, we 
turned around and sullenly paddled 
back up river towards Have a Smoke 
Portage on the opposite side of the 
island.
 By the time we portaged into Keats 
Lake the sun had set. I donned my 
headlamp to guide throug the darkness. 
Lonely dots on the map fooled us. We 
searched desperately for a clearing and 
landing.  Voila!   
 Without a word the crew jumped into 
action, digging out their own head 
lamps. Tents and hammocks were 
strung in no time. Finn put together 
an Oreo cheesecake, while Christian 
started a fire. Physically spent after a 
14 hour, 30 mile paddle, the fire danced 
a certain magic. Stars gleamed bright 
over head and the cheesecake tingled on 
our tongues with immense satisfaction. 
The longest day for any of our crew’s 
CV tenure finished with in an epic tone, 
anticipating our remaining week  in the 
Quetico together.

To Hike or Canoe? That is the Question

 One of the biggest decisions a camper 
makes at Camp Voyageur is whether 
to hike or to canoe. Each means of 
travel has its advantages, which you 
never know until you’ve tried both. We 
send  trips to a plethora of canoe routes, 

from Grand Portage all the way north 
through the Quetico Provincial Park. 
Meanwhile campers march over the 
Superior Hiking Trail (SHT) and Lake 
Superior’s Isle Royale National Park. 
 Perhaps the most critical challenge 
encountered on any hiking trip is 
to locate potable water sources. For 
canoers Boundary Water lakes provide 
limitless access to quality water with 
minimal purification. On the other 
hand, the SHT requires strategy to find 
and conserve water while hiking rugged 
interior terrain. Small ponds and fast-
moving rivers become your best friend 
during hot summer days on a hilly 

The canoe provides the ideal means of 
transportation through lake country.

Hiking Minstrel Tunes In

 Traditions are a big part of Camp 
Voyageur. At the beginning of each 
trip as campers and counselors cross 
paddles, or in the case of our backpack 
trip along the Superior Hiking Trail 
– “cross paws.” This is a chance for 
members to express their personal 
aspirations for the trip. My goal on 
this trip was to practice playing the 
mandolin. Over the course of our 
seven day, 44-mile SHT hike, I tried 
to practice whenever possible. As I 
played every night, the practice began 
to pay off.  Towards the end of our trip 
one morning I awoke to find a note left 
outside my tent which read:

Thanks for the mandolin playing.

That sounded pretty darn good in 
the woods.

– Folks from the next campsite over

 Music is very personal for me. When 
playing I zone into my instrument, 
forgetting others may be listening as 
well. Music affects people in profound 
and unlikely ways. At the end of the 
day, one never knows who else may be 
listening too.   On our Quetico 10-day a friend who 

despised fishing grinned from ear to 
ear as he effortlessly reeled in lots of 
fish. Catching and releasing one fish 
after another with an excited convert 
was incredibly fullfilling. The joys of 
fishing successfully wth a first-time 
angler was the highlight of camp this 
year for me.

 Following three days of practice, 
preparation and anticipation, campers 
enjoyed a 2019 revamp of the much 
talked about Voyageur Fest from a 
few years back, affectionately named 
CV Stock. On July 27th, eager faces 
flooded Pine Stadium for an evening 
of music and fun, both hallmarks of the 
former beloved Camp Voyageur event. 
 The first-ever CV battle of the cabins (a 
choreographed lipsync dance contest) 
involved everybody in the stadium. 
The evening featured performances 
by established camp stars, including 
Giuseppe on baritone, pianoman Nick 

on keyboards, Danny and Cooper on 
bass and Leo on drums. Isaac sang Neil 
Young and Jerry Garcia classics, while 
musicmen Ben Mohr and Professor 
Joey B joined Paul Nelson-Thompson  
on guitar and John E on keyboads to 
round out the full, surround sound 
of The Dead Leeches, this summer’s 
house band. 
 Campers broke out to stadium stations 
to enjoy scattered activities like bean 
bag toss, croquet, badminton, tight rope 
walking, tie-dye, silk screen printing, 
canoe flipping and a late night bonfire to 
cap off the evening. CV Fest organizer 
Ben Mohr says the festival was a big 
hit, and campers eagerly await the next 
outdoor music mania. 

Ben Mohr hosted the second  CV Fest on a transformed Pine Stadium. 

 CV Fest Rocks Pine Stadium

hiking trail. If you’re lucky you’ll find 
a stream or lake to jump in at the end 
of a long day hiking. That makes a trek 
worthwhile and... quenches your thirst.

Twenty minutes later I pulled the silver 
beast to the side of our canoe, grabbed 
its tail and yanked the 33-inch, 15 lb 
lake monster into the bottom of the 
canoe. Over zealous celebration erupted 
as our canoes joined to admire the beast 
flopping around our boat. After pictures  
and lots of smiles, we released the giant 
back into the depths and continued 
fishing. Within an hour we easily 
caught enough walleye and northerns 
for dinner. Once six of ten fish were 
tied on the stringer, we made camp and 
threw them in the pan.Yummy!

...Trophy Trout continued from page 1

Tom hauled in this monster 33-inch lake 
tout while trolling on Lac La Croix. 

Family Canoe outfittingFamily Canoe outfitting 
Follow your dreamFollow your dream

Off to Good Ol’ Voyageur.Off to Good Ol’ Voyageur.

Call Deb 800-950-7291Call Deb 800-950-7291
oror

email deb@campvoyageur.comemail deb@campvoyageur.com
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2019
Plaques

Vicki Island

Smallmouth
Bass

Northern
Pike

Walleye
PikeBattleship

Island

Senior Skipper

Cole Akin, Kaden Claros, Riley 
Huseby, Sulli Jacobs, Atlas 

Johnson, L.B. Kizer,
Abel Logueflower, Giuseppe 
Mangano, Jack Meyer, Zach 

Siddell, Cael Spake,
FinnWilson, J.P. Wilson

Mason Doyle, Danny Pfotenhauer

Danny Pfotenhauer

Danny Pfotenhauer 33 in. 9 lb 
Kawishiwi River

Aiden Reuvers 27 in. 4 lb
Crooked Lake

Jonah Rosenhagen 20.5 in. 5 lb 
Ella Hall Lake

Harrison Pratt 19 in. 4.2 lb
Keats Lake

Jackson Beyerlein, 24.5 in  5 lb
This Man Lake

Walker Benjamin  21.5 in. 3.7 lb
This Man Lake
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 “I’ve got one!” Jonah Jr. yells. He 
pulls on the rod with all his might and 
reels  the fish in with urgency. The large 
smallmouth bass flops in the shallows 

Jonah Jr. reeled in a plaquer at Ella 
Hall Lake off the swampy four-mile truck 
portage. 

Jr. Reels In a Record Smally
as eleven year old Junior grabs the line 
and holds up the beast. 
 “Get it on shore!” I yell. Jonah runs 
through ankle-deep water and plops the 
fish near my feet. It’s enormous. When 
I say  “ginormous,” I mean I have never 
seen a bass this heavy in my life! 
 Ironically, only minutes before Jonah 
had landed another smallmouth which 
would get him on the CV plaque. But 
this one put that fish to shame. I grab 
the tape measure and line up the fish. 
This second bass measures an identical 
20.5 inches, but it is debatably pounds 
heavier. Jonah struggles to pick up the 
fish again. He smiles at me and I say 
laughing, “Let’s take a picture!”

The author Isaac and friends climbed 
Stairway Portage for an aeriel view above 
Rose and surrounding lakes. 

Nothing refreshes like a dip beneath 
Cattyman or Johnson Falls en route to GP.

 Consisting of over a hundred-mile 
paddle followed by a nearly nine-mile 
portage, some call Grand Portage the 
father of all trips. This year I completed 
Grand Portage for the third time. I 
confess, it does get better.
 My first GP 10-day was as a 13-year-
old in 2016. Admittedly, I was a small 
skinny kid who struggled over the long 
portage with a util’ and paddles. Two 
years later I knew how to flip a canoe, 
so I switched off carrying a Royalex 
with another camper. 

A Measure of My Years at Voyageur
 This summer I decided to challenge 
myself further. What sets the most 
recent GP experience apart from 
the others is that I not only carried 
a Grumman, but I took it the whole 
8.5-miles alone. It was easily one of 
the toughest physical challenges I have  
ever accomplished. Thinking back over 
the 25-mile progression I trekked on 
the big portage these last four years, my 
growth and stamina have been revealed.

Paddle
Decoration
1st Danny Pfotenhauer

2nd Rowe Prado, Gus Courter

 At lunch Rear Admiral Will Carls 
appeared on the mess hall stage to 
announce the famous cardboard boat 
regatta would take place that very 
afternoon. Chuckles aside, cabin 
representatives threw fingers to 
determine a pecking order for selecting 
piles of cardboard stacked on the 
basketball court. 
 An hour and a half later cabins carried  
their trusty cardboard and duct tape, 
waterproof (not) crafts back on the 
court to select prettiest and most 
clever designed. Among entrants were 
trusty square tubs, sleek pods, another 
Aquamanish  clown and, this year’s 
most illegal flotation device, Cabin 
9’s aircraft-like cardboard-covered 
Alumalog.  
 The regatta favors the lightest kayak 
paddling captain who was  again Jonny 
Chen. His craft was, however, quickly 
destroyed in the demolition derby 
by swimming foes. The impossibly 
belligerent Cabin 9 Alumalog float with 
wings could not  support the weight of 
five 17 year olds. 
 After Admiral Carls declared the 
winners, competitors hauled soggy 
cardboard to the bed of the F-250 Ford 
pick up truck to dry out before a trip 
to the White Iron recycling station. So 
goes the glory.

Cardboard Boats 
Float... a Little

Alumni Revisit the Winisk River 

 Woodsmen who have paddled the BW 
and Quetico Superior for years dream of 
testing their worth on a Canadian canoe 
expedition in the far north. This summer 
two Camp Voyageur alumni from the 

70’s seized that opportunity, paddling 500 
miles down the Pipestone and Winisk 
Rivers to Hudson Bay. Campers Vasco and 
Giuseppe’s uncle, Doug Merriman, spent 
a winter with a First Nation family there 

The Feldtmann Loop boys were fortunate 
to spy a moose grazing beneath the old fire 
tower. Here’s another bull photographed in 
the bullrushes.

 My favorite event on Isle Royale this 
summer was watching a massive bull 
moose from the Feldtmann fire lookout 
tower. Paying little attention to our 
surroundings, we stopped to eat lunch 
atop the high tower. While refueling 
with food and chatter, we spotted an 
enormous bull moose grazing at the 
edge of the nearby woods. We gawked 
and gaped at the wonder of this huge 
animal in it’s natural habitat, until it 
nonchalantly marched back into the 
cover of trees. Dining with a nearby 
moose was easily the highlight of this 
Isle Royale trip for me.

Moose as a Luncheon 
Treat

This cardboard-coated, illegal Alumalog 
contraption with wings continued a Cabin 
9 deceitful tradition. 

Aquaman’s clever cardboard uniform 
proved a real disadvantage once he 
entered the water. 

Admiral Carls (hat) judged the boat beauty 
contest, which never translates into a 
floatability advantage.

Doug wintered in this cabin four decades 
ago. 
40 years ago. He recruited CV cabinmate 
Eric Thum to share the once in a lifetime 
adventure. Keeper of the CV alumni 
Facebook page, Doug shared photographs 
of their journey to the land of the midnight 

sun on camp’s photo gallery this summer. 
As on previous Winisk trips Doug, chose 
to leave the canoe with village friends 
rather than fly ing it out with them. 

Forest fires are a natural part of the 
subarctic.

Eric Thum pauses to count his blessings. Clouds echo a Winisk rapids.  

Jr. Bushwhacker
Paddles and  carries a Royalex 

Isaac Fegelman
Hudson Kovics
Shea McCarty
Michael Potash
Aaron Torres

Big Man
Helps plan and lead a trip

Walker Benjamin
 Jackson Beyerlein 
Bryce Commerford 

Mason Doyle
Isaac Fegelman

Bodhi Logueflower
Aaron Torres
Finn Wilson

Christian Wright

2019 Camp Leaders Step Up

This GP crew discovered the Ottertrack chimney. 
Veteran campers lead peers in multiple ways, 
especially on the trail where they carry and paddle the 
stern in canoes. 

Sr. Bushwhacker
Paddles and  carries a Grumman 

Mason Doyle
Isaac Fegelman

Bodhi Logueflower 
Harrison Pratt
Aaron Torres 
Fin Wilson



Choosing Minnesota’s Best Hikes
 When considering the best hiking 
trails in Minnesota people voice many 
opinions. Some say it’s the elusive 
Kekekabic hiking trail right through the 
heart of the Boundary Waters. Isle Royale 
is disqualified because that wilderness 
actually belongs to Michigan. In my 
opinion the best hiking trail in the state is 
the 200-mile long SHT (Superior Hiking 

Campers stand ready to enter the rugged hills along North Shore’s SHT. 
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Meet the 2019 Staff
Counselor and media director Joe 
Baumann has spent 10 summers at 
Voyageur. An accomplished musician 
and photographer, he shoots many high 
quality photos on camp’s website. Joe 
teaches music in Oregon, when not 
playing pickleball. 
Matt Berning is a sophomore at 
the University of Minnesota, who 
loves all sports and has the incredible 
ability of taking positivity from all his 
experiences. 
Katelyn Bercaw graduated from 
Hillsdale College in Michigan and 
now lives in the Lake Tahoe area. A 
long-time Voyageur camper, Katelyn’s 
parents have built a home on Farm 
Lake. 
A veteran camper, first year CIT Ethan 
Biederman brings enthusiasm and a 
unique sense of fun to camp. Ethan is  
studying at Colorado State University. 
In his fourth summer at camp, Thomas 
Brandt is wrapping up at the University 
of St. Thomas in communications and 
advertising. He loves sports, fishing and 
storytelling, bringing energy, humor 
and his jugglin pins to camp.
Dylan Jackson studies electrical 
engineering at UW Stout. He can take 
apart and fix most anything, which 
comes in handy at Voyageur. Dylan is 

at home in his Grumman, which also 
rigs as sailboat.
Trip Director Alex Kvanli will wrap 
up an experiential education degree 
at Minnesota State in Mankato. Alex 
assigns personnel and calculates trip 
logistics in the summer and blogs for 
camp year round.  
Back for a third summer at Voyageur, 
Mikey Meves is a Wisconsin native and 

TechEd major from UW Stout, where 
he ran the University shop. He loves 
kids so much he is student teaching 
shop classes at his old high school.
Ben Mohr studies art education at UW-
Stout. While he loves nature, his true 
passion comes from making music. Ben 
plays guitarist and writes for his band.
As a first year counselor, Jackson 
Peacock brings Sierra Mountain 

backpacking experience to camp. He 
loves sports and working with kids. He 
attends Marquette University.
CIT Kyle Montgomery returned for his 
sixth year at Voyageur. He flees to Ely 
to escape blazing hot Texas summers. 
This fall Kyle entered Washington 
University in St. Louis.
With wilderness experience from years 
as a Boy Scout, second-year counselor 
Evan Riske strives to make the camp 
experience memorable through his 
humor, wit and personality. 
Paul Thompson-Nelson hails from 
Lino Lakes, Minnesota. He is a 
psychology student at the University 
of Minnesota who enjoys music, sports 
and adventuring.
Our kitchen was blessed with good 
home cooked food and baked goods 
made by Evelyn Kuzma, Jan Rue and 
Anne DeLauries.
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Listen to the Wilderness

I am here for the woods
Their muted comfort

And their dripping leaves
I find my purpose within their world

To become enlightened and
Reach the state of mind

Unreachable
The lakes pull my fingertips

And my muscles
Inward

To their encapsulating waves
The red pines of the North call my name

“Come sleep in our boughs
Come burn our dead needles

Come stare up
At our towering bodies.”

Julia captures water color vistas to enjoy 
the rest of the year.  

Early June the staff embark on their much awaited Boundary Waters training canoe trip. 

Rummaging through the food pack seems 
a little like Halloween to a hungry camper. 

All sports and activities are very, very 
good for you.

It doesn’t get any better than ripe water-
melon on a canoe trip. 
 Counselors often go out of the way to 
make a canoe or hiking trip special for 
their campers. It may be guide campers 
to a historic or exciting landmark. 
Whether bringing an inflatable shark 
for swims, a Frisbee or hauling in 
unexpected treats like fruit or meat, 
nobody complains about carrying extra 
weight when they munch their share of 
the chosen treat. 
 This year Tom Brandt spiced up his 

Any Trail Treat Hits the Spot

Camp Life According to Luke 
 Camp requires expending an 
overwhelming amount of energy 
while having fun every hour in the 
day. Weightlifting, fishing, sailing, 
canoeing, kayaking, tubing, swimming, 
pickleball, baseball, basketball and 
so much more are included in the 
everyday daily agenda at Voyageur. 
Within a week, campers transition from 
living in a cabin to traveling through 
the wilderness in a canoe or on a hiking 
trail. The good thing is that you will 
treasure those wilderness experiences 
for the rest of your life. 

trip by hauling in an entire watermelon 
for a refreshingly sweet treat at his first 
campsite. The ripe melon was not stuck 
inside a pack, but was enthusiastically 
held in the lap of  the duffer and 
portaged by those able to tote the extra 
ten pounds. Campers cherished the 
delicious red fruit. Spoons full of fresh 
watermelon tasted mighty fine at the 
end of our first day on the trail.

Trail) because Lake Superior and the 
Sawbill Mountain cliffs are spectacular. 
Devil’s Track Canyon, the Cascade 
River and the view above Grand Marais 
are worth the effort. 
 These are the things which made my 
trip and hiking experience special, and 
why the SHT is my favorite hiking trail 
in the Gopher state.

Veteran Girls Traverse the BW and Quetico

These smiling campers traversed from the 
southeastern BW back to camp.   This summer we enjoyed the benefit of 

rotating live-in nurses throughout the 
season. Residing in the same building as 
the nurse’s station, Chelsea, Nick, Kate 
and Nicole quickly became valuable 
members of the CV community. Like 
her mother nurse Sherry Crane decades 
before, Chelsea Crane DeMarre led our 
nurse rotation and recruiting nurses 
Nicole Kochan, Nick Motzko and Kate 
Nelson. A big thanks to Paula Hill, long 
time CV RN and Kathleen 
Miller for their contribution in between 
rotations.

Live in Nurses Join CV

  While not necessarily new, Mess 
Hall improvements continue to have 
an  impact on evening programs for 
campers. In 2017 Pedro hung a large 
screen from a stage rafter, along with 
an online projector and speakers. Kids 
benefit from the “connected” projector 
and screen through their anticipation 
and enjoyment of camp movie nights, 
like our repetetitive showings of 

A few years ago Peter Grunawalt hung an automatic screen and digital projector. 

Bigger & Better Camp Movies

Robinson Crusoe. When counselors 
choose an appropriate Hollywood 
production, and pop as much corn as 
campers can possibly eat, the Mess 
Hall turns into a home theater of sorts. 
We share digital trail photos and camp 
movies after each trip. Then at the end 
of a session we show photos and edited 
videos of campers to parents for the 
final banquet.

Nurse Kate sips a spot of tea with Deb. 

  Katelyn Bercaw headed up the girls 
tripping program this summer. The 
first June trip (pictured right) headed 
for the deep clear waters of the eastern 
BWCAW. It was cool and wet as 
they paddled north from Sawbill to 
Gabigichigami and then west to Knife. 
Having endured several days of wet, 
cool weather, the girls were glad to 
wake up to blue bird skies and no wind 
the last day on Snowbank Lake. 
 Next trip experienced CV women 
joined Katelyn for the Canadian 
adventure they’ve been dreaming about 

for years. Katelyn was thrilled to initiate 
a new generation of Voyageurs to her 
favorite spots. They spent the first night 
on Canada’s Agnes Lake, then paddled 
north through Kawnipi to Keats, where 
they  enjoyed  a spectacular campsite. 
The girls then headed south through 
Kashipiwi, Sarah, and Tuck Lakes, to 
camp the last night on Kings Point, 
before paddling to a take-out on Mudro.  
All agreed that eight days wasn’t enough 
Quetico time. This Canadian jewel is 
less used and not maintained, so travel 
here seem even more rewarding. 
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